Directions for Creating Your Own Direction and Mode Assessment Kit

1. Print out a label. (There are two different sizes of labels in the folder—we’ve been using the small ones the past couple of years.)

2. Purchase 2 identical cups, 2 identical balls (we use tennis balls), 2 identical child sunglasses, 2 identical unsharpened pencils, and 2 identical plastic spoons. Also include a library pocket or some type of envelope. You can put a copy of the data collection sheet in the kit, also.

3. Print out a set of Concrete to Abstract Numbers, a set of concrete to abstract colors, two of the icons B & W, two of the icons Color, two of the photos B & W, two of the photos Color and two of the words.

4. Cut out and then laminate with 7 mil laminating pouches.

5. Cut out and clip each type together (numbers, white shapes, yellow shapes, orange shapes, red shapes, blue shapes, purple shapes, black shapes, B & W icons, Color icons, B & W photos, Color photos, words) with a small black binder clip and place in all cards, objects, envelope and data sheet into a plastic container. We have been using Sterlite clip cases, 7.2 liter size, I believe. Put the label on the end and you are done!!